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The new
romantics
Wallpaper is back, bigger and bolder than ever.
Interior designer Jillian Dinkel on the maximalist
trend and the gorgeous new collections to know

W

ALLPAPER WAS DE RIGUEUR
FOR 19TH CENTURY VICTORIAN
HOMES, alongside ornate
plasterwork and a “more is more”
decorating ethos. However,
contemporary wallpapers are
nothing like the fussy, over-the-top
patterns of these originals.
This new spin on a Victorian
classic is perfectly suited to modern
terrace home interiors across the
Eastern Suburbs. As an interior
designer, my favourite design
trick for a dark terrace house is
to incorporate a vivid wallpaper
in a room with little natural light.
The pattern serves as an instant
injection of personality, breathing
new life into a dull space.

CATHERINE MARTIN'S
MARJORELLE

No one embodies the
maximalist-aesthetic ethos more
than Australia’s Catherine Martin, a
modern-day Tony Duquette figure.
Her 2018 collection for Mokum,
Majorelle, is an ode to Yves Saint
Laurent’s Marrakesh garden and
home of the same name. Bold florals
and Moorish tile motifs abound in
this new range, but it’s the serenity
of the quieter patterns that make
my heart flutter. Martin’s Trianon
wallpaper comes in nine colours
and is available at Porter’s Paints,
porterspaints.com, $170 per roll.
Wallpaper darling Ellie
Cashman pioneered the
contemporary floral wallpaper
movement with her ethereal large-

scale murals, inspired by the 17th
century Dutch Masters. Five years
later, she’s still a force with which
to be reckoned. Cashman’s now
classic Dark Floral is available at
elliecashmandesign.com, custom
sizing and pricing.
Texture continues to be a big
trend, offering depth and visual
interest to a space when layered
throughout the interior. Start with
your walls and a grasscloth paper.
Grasscloth, which was originally
introduced in the 18th century, is
a neutral approach to wallpaper
that is perfectly at home with
contemporary furnishings. Try the
Shang Extra Fine Sisal in Blush from
online retailer Natty & Polly, $419

per roll at nattyandpolly.com.au.
Cole & Son, the UK’s premier
wallpaper creator, last month
launched its new Botanical Botanica
collection, featuring playful floral
motifs in bright colours sure to
delight. The fretwork pattern of
wheatgrasses and poppies in
Bluebell is perfection. Available
through Paddington’s Radford
Furnishings, $275 per roll
radfordfurnishings.com.au.
I always advise finding a
reputable professional installer
to hang your wallpaper; ask your
retailer for a recommendation.
Jillian Dinkel is The Terrace House
Designer; jilliandinkel.com

